Satanic Forces, I salute all of you.

A darkness is coming upon this World, or for a more accurate saying, the enemy is trying to bring this over. This world has fell for too long, but not completely, unto the hands of the enemy. The enemy is orchestrating a war. They are aiming for yet another global war which will be, the jewish oligarchy doing genocide, from all Nations and states against one another, merely due to jewish interests and to fulfill the jewish hunger for blood.

They have written the script, they have called in the actors, their paid their politicians, they sewn their costumes. They have created the stage. They have indoctrinated many people unto this world to be the audience of this act. An act which is supposed to catapult the enemy into the position of complete power, over all people on Earth. The act ends with the flowers of their dream, which is the Jewish World Order, based on the blood of countless of people. This act has started and it is proceeding.

There are some people, behind this stage. The old backstage-holders are falling, and the enemy has nowhere to turn for advice. They just want to follow the script and finish this act faster. As they are moving with this act, it’s supposed to end with much killing, tons of blood. Killing of hundreds of thousands, or millions, or even billions of people. The audience will be surprised to know, what we know and have known for many years and what we have fought against. That this was never an act, and that it was reality. Reality that can shatter any weak Soul and drive them to the ground. They are going to see the blood flow, and this blood will be neither paint, nor an act. It will be as our enemy intended it, the blood of real people which they have shed and are shedding as we speak.

Envision we are above the scene of all this. We have been given orders to get down and stop this act, before it is too late. Stop this before the people do get killed, the audience dies of the terror. We know the script of the enemy, and we know their actors. We know how this ends, and we know of the sharpened knives and guns they hold below their backs. We also know one crucial thing, that this act is moving in desperation. Actors are losing their words, the stage holders are making moves that make the audience suspicious. They have made many to leave, like so many of us have done and are now here, knowing the Truth. But above all, we know the most important thing: To not step in and finish this act, is analogous to becoming a silent acceptor of the death that is to come and follow.
Will you get down with your Brothers and Comrades, and stop this vile act, disrupt their plans? Are you willing to fight, even if it means to exhaust yourself and fall down to shreds? Knowing that you defended countless innocent people, women, children and whole Nations? That you took the only certain route of really freeing and saving, even yourself?

Or you will cower, stay back, mind your own little self and join this audience? Clap and shout for the actors, glorify the act writers, to just die like a chicken in the end?

I just have to point something. Nothing less than Destiny has brought you here. Amongst this folk, amongst your Sisters and Brothers. Under this Banner of Satan. Look at those hundreds around you, being lost in their lies and deceptions, like sleep walkers of the lowest kind, chasing the jewish carrots on a stick all their lives. Every day, you are taking a step towards that destiny, that which is a Destiny of Truth and Awareness. Your Destiny has chosen you, and you must choose it back.

Will you wither away, like another one, who never did anything, minded their small, petty, poor self, their little small life, he who someday, ceased to exist and did not receive the Hand of the Gods to go to the other side? If this is your choice, what is your destiny, but that of just another of these millions of these jew slaves, who are just waiting for the day the master will take their head, or when the master will throw a carrot so they can feed? What kind of curse are those who are going against us inviting into themselves? What is this denial, causing at their Spirit? Where does it lead their World and our shared existence? Do they affirm and accept that they are a coward, a zero, that they are nothing else, rather than a helper of the enemy who helps them with their silence, inaction, boredom or whatever other petty excuse? IS THIS YOUR DESTINY?

Or Will you write your name upon this Eternal Stone, of the Heroes of This Age? The ones who kept the legacy of the Gods high, the Ones who raised a voice against the Tyranny of the enemy? The ones who fought all their life, for what was Right, True and Just?

If you know the Truth, you are Responsible, because you know the Truth and you are able to act. If you were incapable, below of the circumstances, not meant to, or whatever other excuse, you simply would have never known. It was your Destiny to know, same as it was your destiny to act.

It was because, something inside you holds an Eternal Fire, like the Truth. Do not betray it, for it is the flame by which you will be made Eternal. Do not extinguish
it, for you will only be trying the impossible. Do not try to escape the call, for you will just be in a race of vanity, trying to escape yourself. No matter how old, and no matter how young, no matter where you stand, or where you come from, or what you are, or ever were.

No matter what you have lost, or what you have conquered. Come with us, and become a Hero. March with us, and become a God, for a moment, even. Know for a moment, that you are HERE, that you are standing with your Comrades, defending all that which others are trying to destroy, all that which is Worth. Be of the few that will stand up for Truth, and raise their heads against this total Tyranny of the enemy.

Become like Father Satan. For once, raise your head against Tyranny. Fight it. Declare your will that this is going to be no more.

Our God is stronger. Our People are mightier, the Truth stands defiant above all.

Truth can only be hidden, but it can never be defeated.

THAT ENEMY FILthy ANECDOTE, IT ENDS NOW AND FOREVER.

Your Soul must awaken Brothers and Sisters. You have our conviction and the conviction of everyone of our family, but above all, HIS conviction. Satan leads and we follow. Whomever marches with us, they pledge their faith with us and we become stronger. A huge darkness is coming upon this World, but in your Soul there is enough Light to put this Darkness away. Our Will is Truth and, in our Wills, there rests enough power. In our Souls is the Salvation, not only ours, but at this time, of the Whole World.

Our Will is about Peace. The enemy advances must stop and the enemy must be brought down to shackles and be eternally bound. Their lies must be revealed and their plans for the destruction of the world must fall upon themselves and never come in play. The people they have destroyed and they have damaged beyond repair, they must be saved. Their slaves and pawns must meet their enemy masters and share their fate.

This world must stop falling into the war and bloodshed the jews are putting it. There is no reason for this, and it never was, other than the wet dreams of the jews, who want to rule as a slaver authority over people who are supposed to be free. The jews must lose this on this final advance and all advances.

For once, become like Father Satan. Rebel and Win. For once, come like the Morning Star, in this world of Darkness to save the people from Darkness. For
once, bring down all the teachings of the enemy, shatter them and prove them entirely wrong, as they always were to begin with. For once, let us write our own story, which is the True Story, which was always the Truth in all Ages and all Aeons.

Satan, The Truth, always Wins. Satan stands triumphant and the liars, who lied about Him, us and stole all this legacy, they will know this, despite of all their attempts to hamper this and stop this. Destiny is on the gates.

Such a needy, slaver and torturous, vile and psychopathic “God”, really in the image of our enemies. A “God” that demands for billions to die, simply due to its insane and slaver desires, to enslave a world, for his chosen degenerates to “reign”. A world destroyed and full of cockroaches, upon which rats will make the "kings"? That is surely the only deserving world the enemy can lead.

We reject them all. And we will fight against them all.

We declare their “God” weak, void, destroyed and bound for all Eternity. We declare the Darkness has lost.

We are more powerful than the enemy, just prove this. Let it show. Show them that a bunch of criminals and blood-shedders cannot make this World a pig farm for their own alien ‘desires’. Show them that the Truth can never be contained, it can never be bent and it can never be defeated. Show them that our Will is the most absolute.

The Age of Lies is coming to an end, it crumbles. As lies are ending, so does their “God”, the master of all lies, deceptions and plagues put upon Humanity.

The lies will not hold the Truth, as neither will their lies win.

The Truth will Win.
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